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Wave craft of distinction

 

These photographs show my use of pyrography on wooden wave craft.

Pyrography is a process that uses heat to burn designs into materials. I use dots as a representation of the
individual. These simple and uniform marks arranged in symmetrical lines and radiating arcs are combined
to create more complex images. I frequently use fish as a subject for the boards. The representation of their
mathematically arranged scales has led me to explore geometric patterns found elsewhere in nature and our
surroundings.

I use wood as a construction material for the surfboards because of its warming, emotional qualities and my
own ecological concerns. The boards vary in size and form. Some vessels are hollow and of a construction
similar to an aircrafts wing. Others are constructed from planks with concaves and rolled noses that
reference finless wave riding craft of Pacific islanders.

Photographing these boards is not simply a way of documenting achievements. Each is carefully arranged
and photographed to capture the texture of the deck and environment. Sunshine is deliberately captured to
evoke the passing of time, a concept that is critical to the longevity of a fish out of water.

 

All the photographs are 10" x 15" unframed; 21.25" x 17" framed, and can be bought for £45 framed.

These photographs show pyrographic detail on a cedar bodyboard. The geometric pattern is taken from the
Cross of Houelt, Llantwit Major, the bodyboard shaped by Grant Pratt of Unsunghero Surfboards.

This shows detail of Penally paipo; geometric patterns taken from cross at Penally.
Board dimensions: 49" long; 16.375" wide; .75" thick. It weighs 1.8 kg, and costs £234.99.
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Here is detail of Sun Scaled Itago.
Board dimensions: 33.25" long; 16" wide; .75" thick. It weighs 1.1 kg, and costs £212.50.

Photograph showing detail of a pair of coupling asymmetric paipo.
Board dimensions: 56.5" long; 19" Wide; .75" thick. They weigh 2.6 kg each, and cost £654.99.

Photograph showing detail of Koi Alaia.
Board dimensions: 6'6" long; 18.5" wide;.75" thick. It weighs 4.3 kg.

 

Contact
Email: patrickboothman@yahoo.co.uk
Website: sawboards.co.uk
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